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to see for yourself that it works, you can design with catia in all its glory. select a region (under catia
v5 r20, this can be an existing region or a new one) and use the catia v5 ady writer command with
the show selection (catidy2) in toolbox region option to make sure your selection is captured in the
toolbox area, and then re-open the catia designer. if all is working, you should see your selection

marked in the toolbox area. we will use this selection in our script. we will call a subroutine from the
command-line interface that allows us to perform different actions, such as editing, adding,

removing, etc. commands, but the most important for us is the new color command that allows us to
change the color of the selected region. catia v5r20.exe is a big download, but it provides a full

engineering analysis environment that is well worth the effort. from here you can make suggestions
for improvement in the catia product, or modify the existing model. here we will add additional labels

to the 3d surface model. these are automatically placed based on their proximity to an axis or
bearing. also notice the icon change when a new label is created. if there are no parts/features
beneath the surface, then the icon doesn't change. much like the catia extents, you can obtain
advanced 3d surfaces via the scripting api. this means that you can add many properties to a

surface in a matter of seconds, all with relative ease. we will use the eigenstrain method to include
strain within the surface, even if there is no feature beneath. that said, there are many more

features accessible through the catia scripting api, including axis and bearing and many more. this
will likely be covered in depth in subsequent blog entries.
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